Warning

Products manufactured by Yates Gear Inc. are intended for use by professionals trained and experienced in the use, inspection, and maintenance of these products. Many products which Yates manufactures are used in high angle environments which pose a very substantial risk of serious injury or death. You must read and understand all of the manufacturer’s instructions before use. Any person purchasing this equipment assumes the responsibility for seeking proper training in its use. Purchaser also assumes all risk for any injury or damage sustained while using any of this equipment. Failure to follow these warnings increases the risk of injury and death.

Limited Warranty

Yates Gear Inc. warrants for one year from the purchase date and only to the original retail buyer that our products are free from defects in material and workmanship. If the buyer discovers a warranty related defect, the buyer should return the product to Yates Gear Inc. Yates Gear Inc. reserves the option to repair or replace any product returned under warranty. That is the extent of our liability under this warranty and, upon the expiration of the applicable warranty period, all such liability shall terminate.

Warranty Exclusions

Yates Gear Inc. does not warrant products against normal wear and tear, unauthorized modification or alteration, improper use, improper maintenance, accident, misuse, negligence, damage, or if the product is used for a purpose for which it was not designed. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. Except as expressly stated in this warranty, Yates Gear Inc. shall not be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, or other types of damages arising out of, or resulting from the use of the product.

Do not alter or intentionally misuse this harness in any way. Any alterations or repairs to this harness should be conducted by the manufacturer only. Use caution when using this equipment around moving machinery, electrical hazards, sharp edges, chemical hazards and high heat environment or flame. Carry the harness/belt where it will be protected as the harness/belt could melt or burn and fail if exposed to flame or high temperature. If you have any questions concerning the condition of your harness/belt, or have any doubt about putting it into service contact manufacturer. Any failure of this product to meet full inspection criteria requires retirement or return to manufacturer for inspection or repair.

905 Spec Pak Lifting Bridle

Lifting bridle system allows for horizontal, semi sitting and semi-vertical (75 degree) positioning of the casualty. This system of lifting is useful when longer suspension times are anticipated, reducing the chances of development of suspension syndrome. Lifting bridle is attached to new chest mounted D rings on the Spec Pak. Head, crotch and leg strap allows for complete stabilization of the patient without the need of a full litter. Easily adjustable with use of 6kN rated Ancra Cam Buckles. Lifting bridle has full strength 5000 lbf. (22.2kN) backup strap for attachment to head located lifting D ring. All carabiners and connectors are included.

- Lifting bridle can only be used on Spec Pak with new chest mounted D rings
- Old model Spec Pak can be retrofitted with new chest mounted D rings

- Victims shall not be kept hanging in vertical position for prolonged periods of time (greater than 10 minutes).
- Local protocols override any information presented in this manual.